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Abstract 
This paper proposes a method for proving termination of  logic programs with delay decla- 
rations. The method is based on the iac~ ion of  recurrent logic program, which is used to prove 
programs terminating with respect o an arbitrz~r-y selection rule. Most importantly,  we use the 
notion of  bounded query (as proposed by M. Bczem) in the definition of  cover, a new not ion 
which forms the kernel o f  our  approach. We ifitroduce the class of  delay reczwrent programs 
and prove that programs in this class terminate for all local delay selection rules, provided that 
the delay condit ions imply boundedness. The corresponding method can be also used to trans- 
form a logic program into a terminating logic program with delay declarations. © 1099 Else- 
vier Science Inc. All rights reserved. 
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1. Introduction 
Delay  dec la rat ions  are  used for  the dynamic  cont ro l  o f  the  se lect ion  o f  a toms in a 
der ivat ion .  The  idea is that ,  bes ides the usua l  logic c lauses,  the  program conta ins  
dec la rat ions  o f  the  fo rm 
DELAY pred icate  UNTIL cond i t ion  
Then,  a se lect ion  rule is used wh ich  on ly  selects an  a tom f rom a query ,  i f  that  a tom is 
not  de layed ,  i.e. the cond i t ion  in the de lay  dec la rat ion  for  tha i  a tom is sat isf ied.  De lay  
dec la rat ions  are  employed in many programming sys tems based  on  logic  p rogram-  
ming ,  l ike NU-Pro log  [25] and  G6de l  [13]. They  are  impor ta i t !  for  a number  o f  rea-  
sons:  for  ins tance ,  they  can  be used  to ensure  te rminat ion  o f  the  program~ or  to  
suppor t  corout in ing .  As  a consequence ,  eff ic ient a lgor i thms can  be produced f rom a 
s imple  logica l  spec i f i cat ion  augmented  w i th  su i tab le  de lay  dec la rat ions .  Th is  approach  
ref lects the  idea o fcons ider ing  a program as cons is t ing  o f  two  par ts :  logic  and  cont ro l .  
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In this paper, we introduce a method for proving terminat ion of  logic p~'ograms 
with delay declarat ions.  To i l lustrate how delay declarat ions may affect the termina-  
tion behav iour  of  a program, consider the wel l -known append/3 program: 
app( [xlxs]. ys, [xlzs]) --- app(xs, ys, zs). 
app([ ]. ys..l~'). 
and the- query app(xs, [4,5], zs), xs = [! ,2.3]. This  query does not terminate when the 
lef lmost selection rule is used. However,  suppose we add tile fo l lowing delay decla- 
rat ion for append/3: 
DELAY app(xs, ys, :s) UNTI l ,  list (xs) 
With this delay declarat ion,  the leftmost atom in the query is delayed. Therefore,  if  
we use a delay selection rule, only the second atom can be seicctcd, result ing in the 
resolvent app([I,2,3], [4,5], :s). Here the atom in the query is not delayed. Moreover,  
this query is terminat ing.  
The terminat ion behav iour  o f  a logic program with delay declarat ions is rather 
subtle. There are w~rious aspects, somet imes unexpected, that one has to take into 
account.  A thorough discussion of these aspects is given by Naish in Ref. [19]. 
For  instance, one would expect the delay declarat ion 
DELAY app(xs, ys, zs) t INT~L noncar(xs) V nom~ar(zs) 
to ensure the terminat ion o f  appendl3. However,  as i l lustrated by Naish,  the query 
app([a] T], []. T) satisfies the delay declarat ion,  but h,i, ~ an infinite derivat ion.  The fact 
that terminat ion behav iour  o f  logic programs in the context of  dynamic  selection 
rules is re ly  subtle, is reflected also in the var ious methods  that have been introduced,  
which are either based on heurist ics (e.g. [14,18]), or are rather specialized (e.g. [!]). 
In tiffs paper we try to tackle the prob lem from a different perspective. That  is, we 
do not consider general corout in ing,  with all its problems,  but consider the class o f  
delay selection rules which are " local" .  Local selection rules have been introduced in 
Ref. [27]. Informal ly ,  a local selection rule selects a lways in a query one atom 
amongst  those that have been most recently introduced in the computat ion  from 
the begin of  the execution till that qu,,ry. In Ref. [27], Vieille investigates the rele- 
vance of  local selection rules, which produce SLD-trees with a s imple structure, 
and hence support  efficient searching techniques. Moreover,  local selection rules be- 
have well with respect o semantic  in format ion,  in the fol lowing sense, i f  an atom of  
a query in a der ivat ion is .~,Accted, then the der ivat ion is commit ted to resolve that 
atom, and only after that atom has been completely resolved, another  atom of  the 
query can be selected. It is this semant ic  property of  local selection rules, which al- 
lows us to define a simple, yet powerful ,  method for prov ing terminat ion of  logic 
p rograms with delay declarat ions.  
Our  method is based on a novel notion, cal led cover, which relates a body-atom of  
a clause with a set o f  subqueries.  Covers describe syntactical ly,  by means  o f  a mult i -  
producer  one-consumer  relation between body-atoms of  a clause, the interrelat ions 
among the atoms of  a clause, which can be caused by the delay declarat ions,  and 
wifich may affect the terminat ion behav iour  of  that atom. Intuitively, for an atom 
A, in a clause H ~--~,t~ . . . . .  ,4,, the covers o f  A~ are those subqueries o f  Ai . . . . .  A, 
whose execution guarantees that A~ can be safely selected (with respect to te, rmina-  
tion). In order to specify syntact ical ly the terminat ion behav iour  of  atoms in the def- 
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inition of  cover, we use the notion of  bounded atom, introduced by Bezem in Ref. [3] 
(see also Ref. [6]) to study terminat ion of  logic programs. 
Using a combinat ion of  syntactical (covers) and semantical  (model) information,  
we define the notion of  delay recurrent program, This notion is a general ization to 
SLD-resolut ion with delay selection rules of  the one of  recurrent program intro- 
duced by Bezem to study terminat ion of  logic programs with respect o an arbitrary 
selection rule. We prove that a delay recurrent program terminates for every local 
selection rule which selects only bounded atoms. Thus, this notion provides a meth- 
~,d for proving terminat ion of  a logic program with delay declarations, when the de- 
lay deci~:rations imply boundedness,  i~e. if  an atom satisfies its delay declarat ion then 
that atom is bounded. Alternatively, this method can be used to find suitable delay 
dech~rations that ensure terminat ion of  goals for a given program, by choosing delay 
declarations which imply boundedness.  
Tl-~e benefits of  this approach can be summarized as lbllows: The proposed meth- 
od provides a simple tool to reason about terminat ion o f  logic programs with delay 
declarations. It can be also used to transform a logic program into a terminat ing log- 
ic program with delay declarations. Moreover,  this approach prov;des a new insight 
on the role of  the selection rules when reasoning about  run-t ime properties of  logic 
programs with delay declarations. In particular, it shows that the class of  local selec- 
tion rules is not only good because it supports efficient searching techniques, but also 
because it supports simple tools for proving terminat ion.  
The paper is organized as follows. After some prel iminaries on notat ion and ter- 
minology,  in Section 3 we present our method and investigate its relat ionship with 
the proof  methods based on tile notions of  recurrency and of  acceptabil ity. Section 4 
contains the results on the correct~less. In Section 5 the completeness issue is discus- 
sed and some extensions of  our method are considered. Section 6 analyzes the ex- 
pressiveness o f  the delay declarat ions we use, and how delay declarat ions can 
affect the declarative semantics. Section 7 deals with related proposals. Final ly,  Sec- 
tion 8 concludes with a discussion on the contents of  the paper. 
A prel iminary version of this paper appeared in Ref. [15]. 
2. Preliminaries 
We shall use the fol lowing notions and terminology. 
A logic p rogram,  called for brevity program and denoted by P, is a finite set of  
(universally quant i f ied)c lauses H ~-- Q, where Q is a query, i.e. a sequence of  atoms, 
and H is an atom. In the following, the letters A, B indicate atoms and c a clause. 
Recall that ~ variable free expression (atom, query, etc.) is also calied ground.  For  
a query O, define a Q-ground instance o f  a c lause c to be any instance of  c which 
grounds all the atoms of  Q. Finally, c.a.s, is used as shorthand for computed answer 
substitution. 
A sequence o f  atoms will also be denoted by A. As we are not interested in the 
order of  atoms, we will sometimes treat sequences of  atoms as multisets. Moreover,  
we will sometimes implicit ly translate a sequence of  atoms into a set of  atoms, in or- 
der to be able to refer to elements, subsets, unions, etc. In those cases, mult ipl icity of  
atoms will be ignored, i.e. p, p will be translated into {p}. We only do this where mul-  
tiplicity of  atoms is not an issue. 
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We shall use mult isets and the mult iset order ing (see Ref. [9]). Recall  that a mul- 
tiset is a unordered (finite) collection in which the number  of  occurrences o f  each el- 
ement is significant. We shall consider here the mult iset order ing on multisets o f  
natura l  numbers .  Formal ly ,  a multiset o f  natura l  numbers  is a funct ion f rom the nat-  
ural numbers  to itself, giving the multipl icity of  each natura l  number .  Then,  given 
the s tandard  order  < on natura l  numbers ,  the order ing <,,,,t on mult isets is defined 
as the transit ive closure of  the replacement of  a natura l  number  with any finite num-  
ber  (possibly zero) o f  natura l  numbers  that are smal ler under  <. Since < is well- 
founded,  the induced order ing < ..... t is also wel l - founded. For  simplicity we shall omit  
in the sequel the subscript mul f rom < ..... ~. 
A deko'  declaration is denoted as follows: for a predicate p of  arity n a delay dec- 
larat ion has the form 
DELAY p(x  I . . . . .  S , , )  UNT IL  Cond(xl  . . . . .  x,,) 
where xl . . . . .  x,, denote the arguments  o f  p, and Cond(x~ . . . . .  x,,) is a formula  in some 
assert ion language.  W'c ~huil ~aot fix the syntax o f  that assert ion language,  as it is not  
relevant for the sequel o f  the paper.  The mean ing  of  such a delay declarat ion is that 
in a query an a tom p(h  . . . . .  t,,) can only be selected if the condit ion Cond(h  . . . . .  t,,) is 
satisfied. 
We shall assume that i f  an a tom is" selectable then aH its instances are selectable too. 
This condit ion is satisfied by a lmost  all the logic p rogramming systems which use de- 
lay declarat ions.  Its impor tance  in the study o f  terminat ion  is crucial,  and all the ap- 
proaches we are aware  of, for the study of  propert ies o f  logic p rograms with delay 
declarat ions,  use this assumpt ion .  
The delay dec larat ions in a program define a class of  selection rules, called delay 
selection rules. A delay selection rule selects an a tom f rom a query,  among those at- 
oms which satisfy their delay declarat ions.  I f  the query is non-empty  and no such a~- 
om exists, no a tom is selected and the query is called deadlocked.  
When using d,elay declarat ions,  we are only interested in SLD-der ivat ions  that are 
constructed using a delay selection rule. We call these der ivat ions delay SLD-der iva-  
tions. 
3. Delay recurrent programs 
The a im of  this paper  is to define a class o f  p rograms that  behave nicely with respect 
to terminat ion.  First, we introduce the not ion of  delay recurrent program.  Then,  we 
prove that,  for a suitable delay declarat ion and a broad  class o f  delay selection rules, 
every query m a delay recurrent program has only finite der ivat ions.  To  this end, we 
use the not ions o f  level mapp ing  and o f  bounded query,  int roduced in Refs. [3,6]. 
Definition 3.1 ,,h:rei mapping).  Let P be a program.  A h'vel mapp ing jbr  P is a funct ion 
I[ : .~P -~ ~ f rom the Herbrand ba~c ['or P to the set o f  natura l  numbers .  
Thus,  ] I is only defined for ground atoms.  However ,  one can associate to a non- 
g round atom,  the image of  its set o f  ground instances with respect to I t: 
dt f 
Ilhtl = (1~'1 ] .4'is a ground instance o f  A}.  
Us ing this set. we define the not ion o f  bounded atoms and queries. 
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Definition 3.2 (boumled querr). An atom A is bounded (with resnect to I I) i f  [[A[[ is 
finite. A query  Q is bounded if all the a toms in it are bounded.  
A bounded query  Q = A~ . . . . .  t,,,, can be used to deflate the mult iset 
del" i[Q]I-- ~ma-~:l[ ,4 , Jl . . . . .  maxtlA,,I !~ 
where marllAll denotes  the max imum of [ lA  It. In the sequel, we sbal! olden refer to 
I[Q]I as the lerel mapping o./' Q. 
The idea o f  using a levei ,napping to prove terminat ion  is that  one  proves that .  in 
a der ivat ion,  selected a toms are a lways  bounded and that  the level mapp ings  o f  the 
queries decrease.  In this way  one can apply  the s tandard  approach  used in the termi-  
nat ion  criteria, where  computat ions  are mapped into decreas ing chains  in a well 
founded set (here the mult iset o f  natura l  numbers~, hence they are finite. 
We can use delay dec larat ions  to ensure that  only bounded atoms are selected, i.e. 
that  the delay dec larat ions  imply boundedness .  
Definition 3.3 ( s~,  delar declaration). A delay dec larat ion  is sail" with respect to Ii 
i f  for  every a tom A, i f .4 satisfies its delay dec larat ion  then A is bounded with respect 
to i l .  
Thus  using safe delay dec larat ions  guarantees  that  selected a toms are bounded.  
Now,  we prov ide a method that  ensures that  the level mapp ing  also decreases. 
For  this, we use the in fo rmat ion  that  selected a toms are bounded,  together  with 
the add i t iona l  in fo rmat ion  prov ided by a model  o f  the program.  
In o rder  for  an a tom to be bounded,  certain o ther  a toms that  or ig inate f rom the 
same body  must  have been (part ia l ly)  resolved. We call these sets o f  a toms corers. 
A construct ive  def init ion o f  these sets can be given as fol lows. First,  we define 
direct covers. In formal ly ,  a direct cover  o f  an a tom B in a query is a subset L" 
o f  that  query,  such that  for  some instant iat ion 0 o f  the var iables in C, BO is bound-  
ed. This means  that  C is a potent ia l  ac t ivator  o f  B: i f  the resolut ion o f  ~" instant i -  
ates its var iables with a subst i tut ion that  is an instance o f  0 then B becomes 
selectable. Then the idea is to collect all the a toms that  are obta ined  by app ly ing  
this operat ion  to the a toms o f  t~, and  iteratively to all the other  a toms int roduced.  
The final set o f  a toms will represent  he potent ia l  act ivators  o f  B that  are conta ined  
in that  clause. This  set will be fi ltered using a model  o f  the clause, and  it will be 
used to define a condi t ion ana logous  to the one used in the or ig inal  def init ion o f  
recu rreney. 
Observe  that,  in o rder  for this p rocedure  to terminate,  it is sufficient that  every 
step o f  the procedure  does not  int roduce a toms a l ready  considered.  We incorporate  
this requ i rement  in the definit ion o f  (direct) cover. 
Definit ion 3.4 (direct coeer). Let [ t be a level mapp ing .  Let Q be a query,  let B be an 
a tom in O and  let ~" be a subset o f  Q such that  B ¢ C. We say that C is a direct corer 
Jbr B with respect o Q and I i, if there exists a subst i tut ion 0 such that  OO is bounded 
with respect to I i and  Dora(O) C Var(~'). Let H be an a tom.  We say that  E" is a direct 
cover fo r  B with respect to H .--- Q and ] ], i f  there exists a subst i tut ion 0 such that  BO 
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is bounded with respect o [ I and  Dora(O) C_ Vat(H, C). Final ly ,  a direct cover C o f  
is minimal i f  no proper  subset o f  C" is a direct cover for B. 
One  shou ld  note that a body  a tom B can have zero, one, or more  (min ima l )  direct 
covers .  
For  instance.when,  for B t,~ become bounded,  it is necessary to instant iate  a vari- 
able o f  B whicl i  does not occ,ar anywhere  lse in the clause, B will have no direct cov- 
ers. Th is  is i l lustrated by the fo l lowing s imple  example.  Cons ider  the clause 
p(x) ~-- p(y). 
with de lay dec larat ion  
DELAY p(x) UNTIL list(x) 
The body  a tom P0' )  has  no direct covers with respect o the level mapp ing  [ [ such 
that  i f  t is a list then tp(t)[ is the number  o f  its e lements,  otherwise it is zero. 
On  the other  hand,  i f  B is bounded whenever  H is bounded,  then there exists on ly  
one min imal  direct cover,  namely  the empty  set. Th is  is i l lustrated by the c lause 
app( [xlxs ], ~ ,  [x]z's]) ~-- app(xs, ys, zs). 
with delay dec larat ion  
DELAY app(xs,)~', :s) UNT,L Iist(xs) 
The body  a tom app(xs,ys, zs) has the empty cover with respect o the level mapp ing  [ ! 
such that if  r is a list then lapp(r, s, t) l is the number  o f  its elements, otherwise it is zero. 
Observe  that  the direct covers o f  an  a tom depend on the level mapp ing  one 
chooses.  For  instance,  cons ider  aga in  the c lause 
p(x) ~ p(y). 
and the two level mapp ings  [ [i and  [ [2 such that ]p(s)]l is equa l  to its length i f s  is a 
list. otherwise it is equal  to O; and  ho(s)[_, is equa l  to 0 tbr  every s. Then PO') has no 
direct cover  with respect to [ [i, whi le it has  0 as direct cover  with respect to [ [,. 
F ina l ly ,  we wou ld  l ike to emphas ize  that  direct covers can be "cyclic', in the sense 
that  two a toms can have each other  in their  direct covers. Take  for instance the query 
p(x), q(x) and  a level mapp ing  ] I in which boundedness  o fp (x )  and  q(x) depend on x. 
Then ,  p(x) will  have direct cover {q(x)} and  q(x) will have direct cover {p(x)}. 
In the def in i t ion o f  cover, we take a kind o f  transitive closure o f  the direct cover re- 
lation: w'e cannot  use the standard transitive closure because a direct cover is not in gen- 
eral a cover, and because the direct cover relation is between an atom and a set of  atoms. 
Formal ly .  we have the fo l lowing def in i t ion o f  cover. 
Definit ion 3.5 (cover). Let Q be a query  and  let I I be a level mapp ing .  Let Cot, ers(Q) 
be a set o f  pairs in Q x .~(Q) induct ive ly  def ined as fol lows: Cons ider  the set C6(Q) o f  
pairs in Q x .~(Q) sat is fy ing the two fo l lowing condi t ions:  
1. for every a tom B, i fB  has  the empty  set as min ima l  direct cover  then (B, 0) ~ c6~(Q); 
2. for every a tom B ~nd query C, i f  B ~ t~, and  C" is o f  the fo rm 
{C~ . . . . .  c~} ob~ u . . .ob~ 
such that  {Ci . . . . .  ~"~.} is a min ima l  direct cover o f  B in Q, and  (Ci, Di} E ~6(Q) for 
i E [1..k], then (B, C) E Cg(Q). 
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Covers(Q) is obta ined  f rom cg (O) by delet ing each element o f  the form (B. C') i f  there 
exists another  e lement o f  <¢; (Q) o t  the fo rm (B, C") such that  C' C C'. Let B be an at-  
om in Q and  let C be a subset o f  Q. We say that  C is a corer o.fB :,'ith respect o Q and 
[ I i f  (B, C') is an element o f  Corer,~(Q). The not ion o f  cover  o f  an a tom with respect o 
a c lause is def ined ana logous ly .  
Let us i l lustrate the ~eneral iatu i t ion behind the not ion o f  cover.  Cons ider  a ~,e- 
neric c lause o f  the program,  say c ----- H ~ O. The propert ies  we are interested in. re- 
late each a tom .4 o f  the body  Q o f  <" with a set o f  subquer ies  (7 o f  Q. Each o f  these 
subquer ies  ~" ~s supposed to produce  suitable in lb rmat ion  which guarantees  that  a 
cond i t ion  on ,4. namely  boundedness ,  is satisfied. In o ther  words ,  the :,elation be- 
tween atoms and subquer ies  o f  Q is a mul t i -p roducers  one-consumer  el::f ion. So 
far.  for  the stud), o f  propert ies  o f  logic p rograms,  l ike mode-ana lys i s  and  terminat ion  
[22,21]. only a one-producer  one-consumer  elat ion was used. 
I f  a subquery  C is a producer  o f  an a tom .4, then t~ is a cove_, o f  .4. The constr:~c- 
l ion o f  a cover  is incremental :  first, one has to find a subquery ,  say b ,  which is di- 
rectly related with .4 with respect to the proper ty  o f  interest, that is b has to be a 
direct cover  o f  A. Then.  for  ever): 0 tom B o f / ) .  a cover  o f  B has to be added to 
the set so far  constructed.  We cons ider  the s i tuat ion in which there can t;~- more  than 
one direct cover.  Then.  an a tom can have many covers.  The covers o f  an a tom A can 
be graphica l ly  represented by means  o f  an AND-OR tree. in the style o f  Ni lsson [20]. 
The root  o f  the tree is .4. Nodes  are labeled by sets o f  a toms.  Nodes  labeled by sets 
conta in ing  more  than one e lement have sets o f  successor  nodes each labeled by one 
o f  the elements.  These successor  nodes  are cal led AND nodes because in o rder  to 
compute  a cover  o f  .4. one cover o f  each o f  the e lements o f  the set o f  a toms has 
to be computed .  Nodes  labeled by a set conta in ing  one element,  have sets o f  succes- 
sors each labeled by one direct cover  o f  that  a tom.  For  a node n o f  an AND-OR tree 
7". a path  T' s tart ing at n is a subtree o f  Tsuch  that:  i fn  is in T' and  n is not  a leaf  o f  T 
then: ~a) i f  n is a~l AND-node then all the successors o f  n in T are in T': o therwise (n 
is tin OR-node)  e::~tctli¢ one successor o f  n in T is in T'. Then.  the covers o f  ,4 are the 
sets o f  nodes o f  those path.,~ in the AND-OR tree hav ing leave nodes equal  to 0. For  
instance,  cons ider  the clause: 
H --- ,41. A2..43. A4. 
Suppose  that  the direct covers o f  this c lause are given in Fig. 1. Then the covers o f  
an a tom.  say .4 I. can be computed  using the AND-OR tree lbr  A l o f  Fig. [. We use 
here Ni lsson notat ion ,  and  indicatc an AND-node by a c i rcular  mark  l inking their  
incoming arcs. In the p ictured tree there are two paths,  yielding the col lect ions o f  
nodes  consist ing o f  the sets IA2.  A3}.  and 1.42. A3. .44~.  Not ice  that  all a toms o f  
the first path  occur  also in the second one. Since we are interested in the min imal  
set o f  producers ,  we can d iscard the second path.  Thus.  we cons ider  {A2. A3} to 
be the only cover  o f  ,4 i. 
Observe  that  the not ion o f  cover  can be used for def ining proof  methods  for prop-  
erties o ther  than terminat ion.  For  instance,  in Rel :  [16] covers are used for def ining a 
method for prov ing dead lock  f reedom of  logic p rograms with delay declarat ions.  
The only difference is the def init ion o f  direct cover,  where the proper ty  o f  bounded-  
ness is replaced by a proper ty  useful for  p rov ing  dead lock  f reedom. 
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~ m 3 
4 
direct cover 
{A2, A3}, {A2, A4} 
{Aa} 
0 
Fig. t. Direct covers of,4t . . . . .  A4  and AND-OR tree for A,. 
The f~2!owin,Z simple example il lustrates how covers are built. 
Example 3.1. Consider the query Q = p(x),q(x),  r(x). Assume that the usual level 
mapping 1 [ is given such that [p(t)[ is equal to the number  of  elements of  t if t is a list, 
an-~" [p(t)l is zero otherwise; Iq(t)[ is equal to [Pf;)I, while ir(t)[ is zero, for every t. 
First, we build the set r~(Q). 
I. {r(x), 0) is in ~,(Q) since 0 is a direct cover -~f r(x). 
2. By point 2 of  Definition 3.5 we have that (q(r), {r(x)}) is in r(, (Q). In fact, q(x) is 
not  in {r(x)}. Moreover,  {r(x) } is of  the form {r(x) } U 0 where {,'(x) } is a minimal 
direct cover of  q(x) and (r(x), ~) is in r~(Q). One can show in a similar way that 
(p(x), {r(x)}) is in ~(Q) .  
3. By point  2 of  Definit ion 3.5 we have that (p(x), {q(x),r(x)}) is in r~(Q). In fact, 
p(x) is not in {q(x),r(x)}.  Moreover,  {q(x),, '(x)} is of  the form {q(x)} u {r(x)} 
where {q(x)} is a minimal direct cover o fp(x)  and (q(x), {r(x)}) is in reT(Q). Anal- 
ogously, one can prove that (q(x), {p(x),r(x)}) is in r~(Q). 
Now Covers(Q) is obtained from r6-(Q) by deleting the two pairs (q(x), {p(x), r(x)} ) 
and (p(x), {q(x) ,r(x)}) ,  hence 
~(Q)  -- {(r(x), ~), (q(x), {r(x)}), (p(x), {r(x)})}. 
Covers satisfy the fol lowing useful properties, that will be needed in t t~e i~r~of of  
the results given in the sequel. 
Lemma 3.1. Let C be a covet" "~,[" A with respect ~o Q and 1[. 7hen the jollowing 
properties hoM: 
1. For every atom D C C" there exists a cover b o lD  such that b c C'. 
2. A subset o f  CO is a cover o f  AO with respect to QO, ./'or every substitution O. 
Proof. We prove property  1 by induction on the number  of  elements of  C?. The result 
follows trivially if C is empty .  Otherwise, let B be an atom of  C. By definition of  
cover we have that C is o f  the form {Ci . . . .  ,Ck} t3/)! t _ J . . .u / )k  such that 
{C! , . . .  ,Ck} is a minimal direct cover of  A, and (C~,/),) ~ c6,(Q) for i E [i..k]_ Then 
the conclusion follows directly if B = C~ for some i. Otherwise B is in some D~. We 
can apply the inductive hypothesis to (Ci, b~) ap.d conclude that B has a cover /~ 
which is a proper subset of  h i ,  hence B C t~. 
Property 2 is a direct consequence of  the definition of  direct cover and of  the fact 
that in the definition o f  cover minimal direct covers are considered. [] 
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Observe  that  the first property  impl ies that  i f  ,4 has a non-empty  cover C" tLc~ ev- 
ery a tom o f  C" has at least one cover which does not conta in  .4. Moreover ,  the first 
property  impl ies that i f  ,4 has a non-empty  cover C then there exists an a tom B in 
which has  the empty  cover. 
Us ing  the not ion  o f  cover, we can define the class o f  delay recurrent programs.  Es- 
sential ly,  the idea is the one that has been used in Ref. [2] in order  to extend the no-  
t ion o f  recurrency to Pro log programs,  where  the left-to-r ight selection rule is used: 
there an interpretat ion  I (not necessar i ly Herbrand) ,  together with the lef tmost  selec- 
t ion rule are used, for prov id ing  the extra in fo rmat ion  that  enables  one to prove ter- 
minat ion .  Wi th  delay recurrent  programs,  we do not rely on the lef tmost  selection 
rule. Instead, we assume that before an a tom is selected, one o f  its covers has become 
bound.  
Definit ion 3.6 (delay recurrent progr,:,~O. Let I [ be a level mapp ing  and  I a mode l  o f  
the program P. 
1. A clause c : H ~-- Q o f  P is delay recurrent ,vith respect o [ [ and I i f  for every a tom 
B in Q, for every cover c" for B, and  for every (H, C ) -ground instance HO ~-- QO of  
c such that I ~ C?0, we have that 
[HOl > I[B0]l. 
2. P is de lay recurrent  with respect to [ [ and I i f  each o f  its c lauses is de lay recurrent  
with respect to ]l and / .  
Observe that  an equiva lent  def in i t ion can be obta ined  by consideri i~g in point  I. 
'g round instances o f  c" instead o f  ' (H,  C ) -ground instances o f  c'. However ,  we have 
prefer to adopt  the latter fo rmulat ion  in order  to emphas ize  the use o f  covers in the 
instant ia t ion  process o f  the body  atoms.  
Def in i t ion 3.6 is used to prove te rminat ion  o f  p rograms for each query with re- 
spect to a specific class o f  selection rules, under  the assumpt ion  that the delay dec- 
larat ions imply  boundedness .  Intuit ively,  the way the mode l  I is used in the above  
def in i t ion restricts the k ind o f  selection rules to those where only  a toms amongst  
those that  have been more  recently in t roduced can be selected. Th is  phenomenon 
yields the results conta ined in the fo l lowing section. 
We conc lude this section with a d iscuss ion on the re lat ionsh ip  between the not ion  
o f  delay recurrency and  the ones o f  recurrency (cf. Ref. [4]) and  acceptabi l i ty  (cf. 
Ref. [2]). 
It is easy to show that the not ion  o f  de lay recurrent  p rogram is a genera l izat ion o f  
the not ion o f  recurrent program. Recal l  that a program P is recurrent i f  for some lev- 
el mapp ing  lI, every ground instance H ~ A i . . . . .  A,, o f  a c lause o f  P ~atisfies the test 
ItIf > ra,I 
for every i E [I..n]. Then  we have the fo l lowing result. 
Lemma 3.2. l f  P is recurrent with respect o [ I then P is delay recurrent with respect o 
II and L fo r  any model I o f  P. 
Proof. Cons ider  the test JH'[ > [[A'][. We have that IH'[ > [A"[ for every ground 
instance A" of  A', because P is recurrent  with respect o [ ]. Hence tH'[ > ][A']I. [] 
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We turn now to the study o f  the re lat ionship between delay recurrency and ac- 
ccptabi l i ty.  Recall  that  a prograrn  P is acceptab le  if there ex:st a level mapp ing  t [ 
and  a model  I for P such that  each ground instance H ~-- At . . . . .  A, o f  a c lause o f  
P satisfies the test 
t l t l  > 1A,I 
for every i E [! ..n] such that  I ~ A z . . . . . .  4,_1. Acceptabi l i ty  ensures te rminat ion  with 
respect to the Pro log left to r ight selection rule for all bounded queries. 
The definit ion o f  de lay recurrency is rather  s imi lar  to the one o f  acceptabi l i ty ,  but 
not  equivalent ,  as i l !ustrated in the lb l lowing example.  
Example  3.2. Cons ider  once again  the program P: 
ptx)  ~-  p ly ) .  
Clear ly,  P is not acceptable.  However .  P is delay recurrent  with respect to the level 
mapp ing  1 ] such that tp(s)[ is the number  o f  e lements o rs  i f s  is a list, and  it is zero 
otherwise.  In fact. we have a l ready seen that  p ly)  has no covc,-s, hence the condi t ion  
of  de lay recurrency is vacuotls ly satisfied. Indeed,  if one cons iders  a delay dec larat ion  
which is safe with respect to [ [ then every query  will have only finite der ivat ions  tend- 
ing either in dead lock  or  in fai lure). 
Nevertheless,  the re lat ionship between delay recurrency and acceptabi l i ty  is rather  
st rong,  in the fo l lowing sense. I f  every a tom of  a program P has at least one cover 
then prov ing delay recurrency of  P amounts  to prove acceptabi l i ty  c f  the program 
obta ined  by app ly ing  a suitable t ransfornaat ion to the clauses o f  P. This is possible 
because covers determine  static reorder ings  o f  the bod3 atoms o f  a clause, that  can 
be appl ied to the bodies o f  the program clauses in o rder  to obta in  an acceptab le  pro-  
gram.  Let us tirst expla in this re lat ionship in formal ly  by means  o f  an example.  
Example  3.3.  Cons ider  the program 
p( [.v t.r.~]. [x I:..,-] ) ~ q 0~,. :., ). , -(-- , ,) .  p(.,-.,-, y.,.). 
p ( ( ] . [ ] l .  
q([xlxs]. [.r!vs]) - -  qCx-s.ys). 
q( [ ] . f ] ) .  
, . ([ .r lx. , .])  - , . (x. , .) .  
and assume that.  w i th  respect to a g iven level mapp ing  1 ], we have  that r(zs)  has the 
cover  {q(ys,2s).p(xs,.vs)}. q(3~-.z.s) has the cover  {p(.x-s, ys)}, and p(xs ,ys )  has the 
empty  cover.  Moreover .  assume that the program is delay recurrent  wi th  respect 
to [t and  a mode l  I. Then  it is not  diff icult to check  that the program 
p( Ix !.,.,1. [.,Lv.,] ) - -  t,(x.,, v.,. ~. q (y.,.. =s ). ,.(-.,- ). 
p ( I ] . [ ] ) .  
q([., Ix.,-]. [.,l.r.,l) ~-  q(-,-,. ) ,  ). 
q( [ ] . [ ]~-  
"([-','l-~-"l) " -  , '(.r., '). 
is acceptab le  wi th  respect to [ l  and I. 
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Thus, if a program P is delay recurrent with respect o j J and I and if every bod-" 
atom has at least one cover, then we can apply a static reordering to the atoms in the 
bodies o f  the clauses of  the program in order to obtain an acceptable program with 
respect to I J and L In general, if  some body a tom has more than one cover, one has 
to take into account all the different static reorderings of  the body atoms which are 
induced by the covers. 
Formal ly ,  we introduce the fol lowing program transformat ion.  Assume that we 
are given a program P and a level mapping J t for P. First, we define the not ion o f  
safe order ing of  a query Q. 
Definition 3.7. Let tr be a permutat ion of  [1 ..n]. We say that (2' = A~I~ . . . . .  A¢,, 0 is a 
safe reordering o f  Q (with respect to j J) if for every i E [l..n] we have that 
A~I  . . . . .  A,m-i~ contains a cover ofAolj ! with respect to J J- 
First of  all, we prove that covers can be safely reordered. 
.Lemma 3.3. Let  C be a corer o f  Q. Thep! there e_vists a safe reordering C~ o f  C. 
Proof. We prove the claim by induction of  the number  n o f  a toms o f  C. The result is 
trivial if n = 0, i.e.. if C is empty. Otherwise (n > 0) let Co be an atom e f  C. By 
Proposit ion 3. ! (property 1) applied to Co it follows that Co has a cover ~0 C ~'. By 
the inductive hypothesis appl ied to ~.0 we have that there exists a safe reordering 
of  ~,0. 
Now if (7 \ C-~* is not empty,  then we consider a~i a tom CI in C \ (7 °. Again,  by 
Proposit ion 3.1 (property 1) appl ied to Ci it follows that C~ has a cover C7' c (7. 
Moreover.  by the inductive hypothesis applied to C" we have that there exists a safe 
reordering C', o f  C'. Let C~ (C'~) be the query obtained from C' (~7") by deleting the 
atoms that occur already in C-~. Then it is easy to check that the query C~, C~ is a safe 
reordering of  ~o0. ~t.  
By repeating the above reasoning a number  k o f  times such that ~ t.J . . .  u C'~ = 
one obtains a safe reordering ~ . . . . .  C~ of  C'. E 
Now, suppose that every body a tom of  P has at least one cover. Consider a clause 
c = p(st . . . . .  s,,) ,--- Q of  P, with Q -A i  . . . . .  A,.  I.et Q,~t . . . . .  Q,,, be all the safe reor- 
derings of  Q, where o-~ . . . . .  tr~ are the corresponding permutat ions.  Consider  the 
t ransformat ion F which replaces the clause c by the following clauses: 
p(~ . . . . .  ~. , )  . - -  Q,~,. 
p(s ,  . . . . .  s . , )  ~ Q~, .  
The transformat ion F applie,', to each clause of  P yields a new program, say F(P).  
Then we bare the following result. 
Theorem 3.1. Suppose that every body atom o f  P has at least one cover with respect o 
J ]- Then P is delay recurrent with respect to i J and ! ( land  only i f F (P )  is a~x'eptable 
with respect to j [ and I. 
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Proof. Suppose  that  P is delay recurrent  with respect to I I and  L Cons ider  a c lause 
c=p(s~ . . . . .  s , , )  ~--Q,~ of  F (P ) .  with Q~=A~I I  1 . . . . .  A,~I~ ). Cons ider  a ground 
instance p(s l  . . . . . .  ~,,,)0 ~-- Q~O of  c: suppose that  ~: L (A~il~ . . . . .  A~t,__11)O. We have 
to show that  Ip(st . . . . .  s,,,)OI >IA~01.  Since Q~ is a safe reorder ing o f  
Q = Ai . . . . .  4, .  then A~tl) . . . . .  A,t~_I t conta ins  a cover,  say C" o f  A~.  Cons ider  the 
specific (H .C ' ) -g round instance p(s~ . . . . .  s, , )O .-- Q~ of  p(s~ . . . . .  s,,,) - -  Q such that  
QO is an instance o f  Q6.  Then CO = ~'6 hence 1 ~ t~6. So by the hypothes is  that  y' 
is delay recurrent  we have that  lp(s~ . . . . .  s,,,)Ot > I[A~,¢~)~]I, hence tp(s~ . . . . .  s,,)OI > 
Converse ly .  suppose that  F(P )  is acceptab le  with respect to I I and  I. Cons ider  a 
clause c =- p(s l  . . . . .  s,,,) ~-- Q ofp .  with Q = Ai . . . . .  A,,. Le, t:" be a cover  of  a body 
a tom ~i. Let p(s l  . . . . .  s,,,)6 ~-- Q6  be a (p(s l  . . . . .  s,,,). C)-groun. t  instance of  c and  as- 
sume that  I ~ ~'6. We have to show that  Ip(sl . . . . .  s,,,)6[ > I[A:5]I. 
By Propos i t ion  3.3 one can find a safe reorder ing,  say ~'~.. o f  t~. Then C,..4~ is a 
safe reorder ing  o f  C.A/.  
Now if Q \ ~7 is not empty ,  then we cons ider  an a tom D~ in t2 \ ~'. By hypothes is  
Di has at least one cover,  say /)'. Aga in .  b~ Propos i t ion  3.3 one can find a safe re- 
+' O'. b L order ing  D~ of  Let (/3~) be the query  obta ined  f rom /~Y (D ' )  by delet ing the 
a toms that  occur  a l ready  in C. Then it is easy to check that  the query 
~1 C~. Ai. C , .  D~ is a safe reorder ing  o f  ~'.A~. ~'~. Di.  
By repeat ing the above  reason ing  a number  k o f  t imes such that  
( C. Ai  ) tJ ( CI . DI ) U . . . U ( Ck.  D~ ) = ~_ one obta ins  a safe reorder ing,  say 
Q~. = t~',~. Aj. b o f  Q. Moreover .  / ~ C~6 because I ~ C6. Then by the hypothes is  that 
F(P )  is acceptable  we have that Ip(sr . . . . . .  ~,,,)61 > 1.4,01. for every ground instance A,0 
of  A/L Hence [p(sl . . . . . .  v,,,)61 > 1[.4,6]]. [] 
The above  result shows that in most  cases one can use the not ion o f  acceptabi l -  
ity together  with a program t rans format ion  in o rder  to prove that a program is 
delay recurrent .  However .  the use o f  covers h-:s a number  o f  advantages  over this 
a l ternat ive methodo logy .  First o f  all. with c -vers  we have a systemat ic  approach  
for  f inding static reorder ings  that  ensure terminat ion ,  which is more  efficient than 
s imply check ing all permutat ions  o f  body  atoms.  Secondly.  our  method does not 
impose an order  on body  atoms,  i f  one fixes the order  o f  body  a toms in order  
to ensure terminat ion ,  one looses the f reedom to let a compi ler  or  opt imlzer  fix 
some order.  Instead.  the covers computed  in our  method fo rm a concise rcpcesen- 
rat ion o f  al l  reorder ings  o f  body  a toms thai  ensure terminat ion .  This in fo rmat ion  
can be fed to a compi ler  or  opt imizer,  as a const ra int  on the order ings  o f  bodies it 
may choose.  
4. Results 
In this section we character ize  operat iona l ly  (with respect to their te rminat ion  be- 
hav ior )  :he class of  delay recurrent  programs.  
Knox~.i~g that  a selected a tom is bounded is useful, because it implies that  one o f  
its covers has been part ia l ly  resolved. However .  the semant ic  in fo rmat ion  that  we use 
in ttae definit ion o f  delay recurrency is stronger,  because it implies that  a cover o f  the 
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selected a tom has been resolved completely,  In o rder  to be able to ensure this oper-  
at ional ly ,  we have to use a local selection rule. Local selection rules have been exten- 
sively studied by Vieille in Ref.  [27]. 
Definition 4,1 (local selection rule). Let Q be a query  in a der ivat ion Pl, conta in ing  
a toms A and B, Then A is in t roduced more recently than B. i f  the SLD-der ivat ion  
step in t roduc ing  A comes before the SLD-der ivat ion  step in t roduc ing  B, in q. A is 
in t roduced most  recently, i f  no a tom B is in t roduced more  recently than A, 
A local seh, ction rule is a selection rule that  only selects most  recently i n t roduced 
atoms.  
Note  that,  i f  in a query  Q none o f  the most  recently in t roduced atoms satisfies its 
delay dec larat ion,  then a local delay selection rule should dead lock  on Q, even if  the 
query conta ins  some other  a toms that  satisfy their  delay dec larat ion.  Thus  the gen- 
era l izat ion o f  the Pro log  selection rule to programs with delay dec larat ions  used for  
instance in G/Sdei, where the leftmost non-0ei;~.y~d atom o f  a query  is selected, is not  
in general  a local delay selection rule. 
Us ing local selection rules, we can define the fo l lowing not ion o f  terminat ion.  
Definition 4.2 (local dehtv termhuttion).  A query Q is hwal  dektv termimlthtg if every 
delay SLD-der ivat ion  for Q which uses a local selection rule "s finite. I f  every query  Q 
is local ~h'ktv termhutt#tg ther~ P is h~cal dehtv termhtating. 
Then we have the follov¢ing result. 
Theorem 4,1. Let  P he a h~gic program with dektv declarations. Let  j] he a level 
mapphtg and let I be a mode/o fP .  Suppose that: 
1. P is dela.v recto'rent with respect to !1 and 1, and 
2. the delay declarations are sa]~, with re,wect to t l. 
Then p is local delay terminating. 
The proof  o f  Theorem 4.1 is rather  long, and  requires a number  o f  pre l iminary  
results, which will fill a lmost  all the rest o f  this section, and  which will yield this the- 
o rem in the form o f  Coro l la ry  4.1. 
Bezem proved that for a recurrent  program,  all bounded queries will te rminate  for  
all selection rules. In essence, the terminat ion  proof  for recurrent  programs proves 
that,  in every der ivat ion for  a bounded goal,  the level mapp ing  o f  a goal is greater  
than  the level mapp ing  o f  its resolvent.  As the order  on mult isets is wel l - founded,  
it fol lows that  the der ivat ion has to be finite. The terminat ion  proof  for delay recur-  
rent p rograms is s imilar to the one for  recurrent  programs,  except that  we ,Jse the 
addi t iona l  in fo rmat ion  prov ided by a model  o f  the program,  as in [2]. Moreover ,  
we use the fact that  the selected a tom is a lways  bounded.  
Recal l  that  we are work ing  under  the fo l lowing two  a,vstttnptioi:s: 
!. the delay dec larat ions  are safe, and  
2. the selection rules are local. 
FirsL we state a uselul persistence proper ty  o f  being dela.~ recurrent.  Cal l  an in- 
stance HO .-- QO of  a clause c =~ H *--- Q head-instance ~ 'c  i f  Dora(O) c: Var(H). 
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Lemma 4.1. A head-instance o/" tt dehtv recto'rent obtuse with respect to ][ is delay 
recto'rent with respect to !1. 
Proof .  The  result is a direct consequence  of  po int  2 o f  Lemma 3.I and o f  the 
def in i t ion o f  delay recurrency.  [] 
Note  that  the above  result d, es not  hold when a generic instance is cons idered.  In 
fact. it could  happen that  an unbounded atom occurr ing  in the body  o f  the clause 
becomes bounded by ins tant ia t ing  some var iables occurr ing  on ly  in that  a tom.  
For  instance,  cons ider  the fami l iar  c lause c = p(x) ~--p(y) and the level mapp ing  
such that  Ip(t)l is equal  to the number  o f  e lements o f  t i f  t is a list, and  is equal  to 
zero otherwise.  Then  c is delay recurrent  (PO') has no covers) but its instance 
c= p( [a] ) --- p( [a] ) is not  delay recurrent ,  because now p([a]) has the empty  cover 
but tP([a})l > Ip([a])l does not hold. 
Next,  we fix some termino logy  in order  to be able to speak about  the queries and 
a toms in a delay SLD-der ivat ion .  
Suppose  we have a delay SLD-der ivat ion  conta in ing  a query Q = A,N~ . . . . .  N~. 
and its resolvent Q' = (Bn . . . . .  B~. Ni " \ )0.  Then:  
. An a tom N~ in Q is the parent of  the a tom N,0 in O' (or vice versa, N,0 is a child of  
N,), for i C [1..k]. 
. Q is cal led the parent  o f  Q' (and Q' the chi ld o f  O). 
. ,4 is cal led the direct generator of  the a toms (BI . . . . .  Bt)O in _O'. 
o The trans i t ive c losure o f  the parent  (resp. chi ld) re lat ion is cal led predecessor ( esp. 
~h'scendent) re lat ion (on atoms/quer ies) .  
* An  a tom A (in a query Q) is the generator of  an a tom ,:' (in a query O'), if 
- A is the direct generator  o f  A', or 
- A : A' and  Q = Q' is the first node o f  the der ivat ion,  or  
- .4 is the direct generator  o f  an a tom ,4" in the resolvent o f  Q. and .4" is a pre- 
decessor o f  A'. 
Given an a tom A, we use gen(A) to denote  the generator  o f  ,4. 
Before we even begin with the terT,, ination proof ,  let us first state some propert ies  
o f  local selection rules which wi!i pLove to be essential  in the te rminat ion  proof .  
Lemma 4.2. Let tl be a derivation us#lg a local selection rule. Let  Q and Q' be queries in 
! 1 such that Q is a predecessor o fQ ' ,  atut let .4 and A' be theh" respective selected atoms. 
Let  Q,e and ¢~, be the queries that contain gen(A) and gen(~i'), respectirely. I j '~g is a 
predecessor o f  Q then ~ is a predecessor o f  Q~. 
Proof .  Because the local select ion rule is used, the se!ected a toms are a lways those 
that  " 'have been in t roduced in the der ivat ion  most  recent ly" .  That  is equ iva lent  o 
saying that  their  generators  are closest. [] 
Thus  a toms are selected accord ing  to a L IFO (last in, first out)  scheme. Next,  we 
in t roduce  the not ions  o f  segment,  which describes a part ia l  der ivat ion,  and  o f  com-  
plete segment,  which describes a part ia l  deriva~!on where each selected a tom has 
been con~pletely resolved. 
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Def in i t ion 4.3. Let q be ' der ivat ion  us ing a local  se lect ion rule. wi th quer ies  
Q0, Q~, . . . ,  input  c lauses Ho ~ .~1o. H~ .--- .4~ . . . .  and mgu 's  0o. th . . . . .  A segme~tt  q~ of  
~i cons is ts  o f  quer ies  Q~ . . . . .  Q~. input  c lauses  H~ ~ A~ . . . . .  H i -~  ~ ,?l i  ~ and mgu 's  
0 ; , . . . .  0/_~. We def ine O~ = 0~. . .  0i_~. We cal l  a segment  ,l~ complete  if: 
1. i< j ,  
2. for  all quer ies  Q~ wi th  k /> j ,  for  all a toms A' in Q~. gen(A ' )  is not  conta ined  ~n a 
query  in Qi . . . . .  Q i -~,  and 
3. for  all quer ies  Q~ wi th  i -< k < j .  the generator  o f  the selected a tom in Q~ is con-  
ta ined  in a query  in Q, . . . . .  ~.)i l- 
we  show now that  each  a tom occur r ing  in a complete  segment  is complete ly  re- 
so lved in that  segment .  
Lemma 4.3. Let  q he  a der i rc t t io ,  us i t lg  a h~cui se lec t ion  rub' .  Le t  ~l~ &" a oomph' re  
segme,'~t o/" q. Le"  A he  the  se lec ted  a tom i .  Oi .  Thett  i _ 0~!~,,.~_~; is a c.a.s,  fo r  el.  
Proof .  We prove  the c la im by induct ion  on  the length  I = (.j -- i) ~ I ofq~.  Note .  that  
the length  o f  a complete  segment  is at least 2. For  I = 2. ,:'e have  _that 0~; = 0~. 
Cons ider  the input  c lause Hi ~ ,4~. Because q~. is a complete  segment .  A/_ ~ must  be 
the empty  query .  But then.  f rom i = . j -  1 it fo l lows that  .4; is the empty  query-. 
Because A0; -- HO;.  we have  that  .4 has  the empty  query  as reso lvent ,  us ing Hi "--- .4i 
as input  c lause,  and  0, as mgu.  It fo l lows that  0, is a c.a.s, for  A. Now.  assume that  
the c la im ho lds  for  sill segments  o f  length less than  /. 
We have  to prove  the c la im for  segments  o f  len, , lh /. Cons ider  the input  c lause 
Hi +-- .4, for  O, ~. Let .4~ = .41 . . . . . . . .  1 .... Because q uses a local  se lect ion rule. q~-I can  
be d iv ided  in to  m complete  segments ,  one  for every .4k. tbr  k c [I..m]. Wi thout  loss 
o f  genera l i ty ,  let us assume that .  for  k E [l..m]. the complete  segment  for  ..I~ is the 
k th  complete  segment  in t1~: ~. Let, for  k ~_ [l..m]. I~ be the compos i t ion  o f  the mgu 's  
o f  the k th  complete  segment .  By induct ion  hypothes is ,  lt~ ]h,,.~ J~, is a e.a.s, for  A~. But  
then.  (lt: . . . . .  lt,,,)Ij.,,,_,m~ ...... ~...~ is a c.a.s, for  the query  .41 . . . . . .  4 .... Because we have  that  
i i AO~ = Hdt , .  it fo l lows that  t i[~,,~ :~ --= (',tdt I . . .  1~,,, ) j~ ~,,,., ~ is a computed  answer  subst i tu -  
t ion  for  A. [] 
In the sequel ,  we assume tha~ 01 = e i f i  7> j .  We use the prev ious  lemma to prove  a 
more  genera l  result  on  segments .  
Lemma 4.4. Let  q he  a der i ra t ion  r is ing a h~cal  se lec t io ,  rule.  w i th  q ,e r ies  Qo. Q i  . . . . .  
input  ckt l tses  Ho *--- ,4o. HI  .--  ,4 ! . . . .  ond  mgu 's  0 . .  O! . . . .  Le t  q~ he  a segmen~t o f  q such  
that  the  generator  o f  the' se lec ted  a tom #t Q i  is the  se lec ted  a tom itz Qi.  Le t  
It = (~+ i ]f~,~i.),~, " The , .  i t is u c .a .s . . l o r  a subquerv  o f  74i Oi. 
Proof. We prove  the c la im by induct ion  on the length  / = ( j  - i) + 1 o f  q~. For  / = i. 
we have  that  t!) +l = e, and  there fore  the c la im ho lds ,  i fwe  take  the subquery  to be the 
empty  query .  Now' ,  cons ider  / > 1 and  assume that  the c la im ho lds  for  all  segments  
smal le r  than  /. 
F i rst  o f  all, a pref ix o f  ll'i can  be hand led  d i rect ly  us ing induct ion .  Suppose  that  for  
some O in Qj_ i . . . . .  Qj._ ~. the generator  o f  the selected a tom in Q is Q~. Then .  let k be 
the greatest  number  in [i + l . . j  - 1] such that  the generator  o f  the selected a tom in _Ok 
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is Q~. Otherwise, let k = i. Now,  let i t '=  (0,-+~ ...O,_t)lVar(ft~O~)). By induct ion hy- 
pothesis, It' is a c.a.s, o f  a subquery of,4~0~. 
We now deal with the remainder  o f  ~ ,  i.e. ~ .  As the generator  o f  the selected at- 
om o f  Qs- is in Q~, we know that the selected atom in Q, is o f  the form Ale', where A is 
an element o f  A~O~. Moreover,  the generator  o f  the selected atom in Qi is also in Q~. 
But then, f rom Lemma 4.2, it follows that ~ is a complete segment and therefore, by 
Lemma 4.3, ~]~,-(m,') is a c.a.s, for AI,'. Let I t "= ~l,~,~<,~,,,)- 
t t" - -  ~I l t "  Composing/~'  and p" we have that (p ! )]r,,.(~,0,) is a c.a.s, for a subquery o f  
AiOi  • []  
Having stated some results on local selection rules, we are now able to prove ter- 
minat ion of  delay recurrent programs.  
Theorem 4.2. Let  P be a program that is delay recurrent with respect to 11 and L Let  
be a delay SLD- t ree  fo r  P (with respect to [ l) having an atom as root. Then z is f inite. 
The terminat ion proo f  for delay recurrent programs will proceed as follows. First,  
we label every query Q in the SLD-tree with a mult iset [[Q] la- Then, we show that for 
every query Q in the tree, and every resolvent R o f  Q, [[R] [a is smaller than [[Q] la in 
the mult iset ordering. 
So, let us define the procedure to label the nodes o f  a local delay SLD-tree.  With- 
out loss o f  general ity, we assume in the sequel that level mappings  have values which 
are strictly greater than zero. This assumpt ion guarantees that i[Q]I,, is greater than 
or equal to zero. 
Definit[en 4.4 (t[Q]fa). Let I I be a level mapp ing  for P. Let z be a delay SLD-tree for P 
having a bounded atom as root. Let A be an atom in some query in ~. Then the 
function I[]td maps A into a nature,! number,  and is defined as follows: 
I[A]I i f  A : ,Ten(A), 
I[A]l, = t [gen(a) ] l -  I otherwise. 
Let Q = A~ . . . . .  A, be a query in r. Then, 
I[Q]l,t = ~l[a,][,~,..., I[A,,IL,t]. 
The idea behind the label I[Q]la is that it is, in some sense, a "safe' est imation o f  
I[Q]I. We have to use such an est imation because the atoms in an SLD tree are 
not necessari ly bounded.  Therefore I[Q]I is not defined for all queries in the SLD tree. 
To solve this problem, we define j[A]la in terms o f  I[B]I, where B is the generator  o f  A. 
In the case of  delay SLD trees, I[B][ is defined, because in a delay SLD-tree the se- 
lected a tom of  a query is guaranteed to be bounded.  In the fol lowing lemma, we 
prove that l[a]la is "safe', in the sense that l[Alla >i [[A]I for all selected atoms in the 
queries o f  a delay SLD-tree. 
Lernma 4.5. Let  P be a program that is delay recurrent with respect to It and I. Let  T be 
a delay SLD- t ree for  P (with respect to [ ]) having an atom as root. Le t  Q be a query o f  
z and let A be its selected atom. Then, 1[,411a >~ f[-411 •
Proof. I f  the generator  o f  A is A itself, then the claim follows immediately from 
Definit ion 4.4. 
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Otherwise,  let tl be the branch  o f  z that  conta ins  Q, and let Q be the f lh  query  in 
(i.e. Q = Qj). Let B be the generator  o f  A, and let Q~ be the r, ode that  conta ins  B. 
Now,  cons ider  the segment  r/~. o f  ~/, and  let it = (P~'[~r(.~,0~" 
By Lemma 4.4, we have that  tt is a c.a.s, for a subquery ,  say/~, of.4~J~. This impl ies 
that  I ~ V(Bp). Let A' be the a tom of,),0~ such that  A is the descendant  o f  A'. Then  A 
is an instance o f  A' which is obta ined by instant iat ing some atoms o f  B. Since A is 
bounded,  then a subquery,  say C', o f  A' is a cover  for A'. 
Let fl = Pl,~,r~')" Then we have that  I ~ Cflp, for every p which grounds  Cfl. 
By the hypothes is  that  P is delay recurrent  and  by Lemma 4.1 ~.t fol lows that  
HO~ ~ A~O~ is delay recurrent.  Then:  
I[HO, Fp]I > I[A'Fp][. ( l )  
But then, because B is bounded and HO~ = BO~, it fol lows that  
I[B]t >~ I[B0,]t- I[H0;]I >i [[HO, Fp]I > I[A'Fp]! 
for every p. From A'fl bounded it fol lows that  I[B]I > I[A'F] l- Final ly,  the claim fol- 
I:~ws fi'~m the fact that  A =A'fl ' ;  for some 7 and  [[B][ = i[A]I~. [] 
Hav ing  proven  that  ][A] [a is a good approx imat ion  for 1[,4] 1, we now prove that  the 
label o f  a query  is greater  than the label o f  its resolvent.  To  this end, we use the fol- 
lowing result by Bezem. 
Proposit ion 4.1. Let Q be a bounded ques T and let 0 be a substitution. Then: 
I. QO is bounded, 
2. I[Q]I i> I[Q0]l. 
Lemma 4.6. Let P be a program that is delay recurrent with respect o [[ and L Let ~ be 
a delay SLD-t ree jbr  P (with respect o I I) having an atom as root. Let Q be a query o f  
and let R be a direct descendant o f  Q. Then I[g][ a is smaller than [[Q][a m the multiset 
ordering. 
Proof.  Suppose  for s imp l i c i ty that  he leftmost a tom o f  Q is selected. Then,  Q = A, 
and R = (C ,B)O,  with H ~- C input  clause and 0 = mgu(H,A).  
For  every B in B we have that  [[B0][a -- l[ B] [a- Moreover ,  for every C in C?0, we 
have f rom Def in i t ion 4.4 that  I[C][,~ = [[H0][ -- I. Thus ,  to prove the claim, it is suf- 
ficient to show that  I[A]Ia > I[H0]I - 1. We have that:  
I[A][,, t> I[A]I f rom Lemma 4.5 
i> t[,4011 from Propos i t ion  4. I 
= [[HO][ f rom 0---- mgu(H,A) 
> I [H0] i -  I. [] 
Now we can prove Theorem 4.2. 
Proof  of  Theorem 4.2. F rom Lemma 4.6 (recall we assume local selection rules and  
sail: ,~clay declarat ions)  and  the fact that  the mult iset  o lder  o f  Def in i t ion 4.4 is well- 
founded.  [] 
Then  we obta in  Theorem 4.1 in the form of  the fo l lowing corol lary.  
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CoroJllary 4.1. Let  P he a program that is de~a)' recto'rent n i th  respect to II c;nd I. Let  z 
he tt dektv S i ,  D-ti'ee l~,r P (w;th re.sT~e¢'t to [ ]). Then z is f in i te.  
Proof.  Let Q = A t . . . . .  A,, be the root of  z. We prove the result by induct ion on n. I f  
n = 1 then the result fol lows by Theorem 4.2. Suppose now t, > 1. If  every a tom of  Q 
is not bounded then the result fol lows immediate.  Otherwise let A~ be the selected 
atom.  Then f rom Theorem 4.2 we have that the delay SLD- t ree  for A~ is finite. Let 
Ot . . . . .  0,,, be its computed  answers.  Then f rom the assumpt ion  that the selection rule 
is local, it fol lows that z can be split into m + 1 delay SLD-trees,  zl for A~ and the 
others r~ for (Q-  {Ai})Ok, for k E [l..m]. Then the result fol lows by ~.he appl icat ion 
o f  the induct ion hypothesis  to the r~'s. [] 
4. I. An Exa:tq~ie 
The definit ion o f  delay recurrency provides a method for prov ing terminat ion of  
logic p rograms with delay declarat ions:  one has to End a le,,el mapp ing  and a model  
of  the program and to prove that the program is delay recu~ J'ent with respect to that  
level mapp ing  and model.  
In this section, we i l lustrate the appl icat ion o f  such a method by means  o f  an ex- 
ample.  To help the reader  to focus more  on the approach  ~han ol~ the example,  we 
have chosen the wel l -known program qtticksorti2, defined by the fol lowing set o f  
clauses: 
q~,.( [.,-tx.,] . y. ,  ) ~ p, , , - t  (.~.,.. x .  /.,.. b.,. ). q.,.( /.,.. .,. /.,. ) . 
qs( t~s. shs ), app( sls, [x]sbs], ys). 
q.,-([ ]. [ 1). 
pa, - t ( [ . , l x . , l . . v .  [xl/.~]./,. , ') ~ x <~.v. p,  rtC.x'~,'..v./.,'. I,.~). 
p- , '~([ - , ' t . , 'x] ,y . / . , ' .  [-,'lh.,']) --- -, > ~'. p, , ' t ( . , -~ ' .y .  ,r.,../,.,.). 
p,~,,',,([ j..,.. [], []). 
augmented  with the clauses for appendl3 given in the Introduct ion.  Usual ly,  the in- 
tended use of  the predicate qs is that of  giving it a list as first a rgument ,  in order  to 
get a sorteta permutat ion  of  that list as output  in the second argument .  This usage of  
quicksort l2 v :s ' .rouen to be safe (with respect to terminat ion)  e.g. in Ref. [!], where 
a proper  delay declarat ion is chosen. Here we will show that,  one can also use safely 
the program in its reverse, i.e. give qs a sorted list in its second argument ,  and it will 
produce all permutat ions  o f  that list in its first a rgument .  Observe that when the Pro-  
log selection rule is used. this a l ternat ive usage of  the program yields non- termina-  
tion. This is the main reason why the approach  o f  Apt  and Luitjes cannot  deal 
with this case. 
We now give a level mapp ing  for the predicates in the program,  and a model.  It 
would go too far to give a detai led account  of  the way we arr ived at this specific level 
mapping.  For  those who are interested in tech~aiques for f inding level mappings,  we 
refer e.g. to [8]. Let tl . . . . .  t4 be ground terms. Then: 
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Iqs(tl, t2)l - tsi=e(t2) + l, 
Ipart(t l ,  t2, t3, t4)] --= tsize( t3 ) + tsize( t4 ) , 
[app(tl, t2, t3)l = tsize(t3), 
Itl >t2 i=0,  
Itl <~ t21 = 0, 
where 
the length o f t  if t is a list, 
tsize(t) = 0 otherwise.  
Moreover ,  cons ider  the fo l lowing interpretat ion I:
I = {qs(t l ,  t2) I ts ize(t l )  ---- tsize(t2)} u 
{part ( t l ,  t2. t3, ~'4) [ tsize(tl  ) = tsize(t3) + tsize(t4)} u 
{app(t l ,  t2. t3) I tsize(t3) = tsize(tl  ) + tsize(t2)}. 
It is easy to check that  I is a model  o f  qtth'ksortl2. 
We have to prove that  the c lauses o f  qtdcksort/2 are delay recurrent  with respect o 
this level mapp ing  and this model .  For  tli)p and part,  this is eas.v to check,  because 
they are recurrent  with respect to the given level mapp ing .  Hence  the result fo l lows 
f rom Lemma 3.2. 
So, to prove the program delay recurrent ,  we have to zheck the two clauses for qs. 
The  second c lause is trivial, because it is a fact. To  check the first clause, we actual ly  
have to do  some work.  First.  we compute  the min imal  direct c~vers and covers for  
the a toms in the body.  These are given in Fig. 2. As  we see, in this case every a tom 
has a single min imal  direct cover  and  a single cover.  
Hav ing  found the covers,  we can prove that  the c lause is delay recurrent .  F irst  o f  
all, cons ider  app(sls,  [xlsbs],)~). A qs([x lxs] , )~)-ground instance o f  the clause binds x, 
xs and  ys  to ground terms, say t l, t2 and t3. It fol lows directly f rom the level map-  
pings o f  qs and app that:  
Iqs([tl lt2],t3)l = tsize(t3) + 1 > tsize(t3) -- I[app(s!s, [tllsbs],t3)]l. 
Secondly,  qs(ls, sls) has B-~ {app(sL~,[xlsbs],)~)} as cover.  A (B. qs([xlxs],3~'))- 
g round instance o f  the c lause binds xs, jw, x, sis, sbs to ground terms,  say 
tl . . . . .  t5, respectively. Suppose  that  
I ~ app(t4, [t31t5],t2). 
Then tsize(t2) > tsize(t4). But then, we have that  
lqs([t3[tl],t2)l = tsize(t2) + 1 > ts=e(t4) + I --- i lqs(ls, t4)] I. 
The proof  for qs(bs, sbs) is similar. 
F inal ly,  part(xs, x, L~, bs ) has cover  b = { qs( ls, s is),  qs( bs. sb~ ). app( sls, [xlsbs], ys) }. 
A (/), qs([xlxs] ,ys))-ground instance o f  the c lause binds .rs,3~', x, sis, sbs, Is, bs to 
ground terms, say tl . . . . .  t7, respectively. Suppose  that  
I ~ qs(t6, t4), qs(t7, iS). app(t4, [t31tS], t2). 
Then  tsize(t2) > tsize(t6) +- tsi:e(t7). But then we have that  
tqs([t3ltl],t2)l = tsi:e(t2) + I > tsize(t6) + tsi-e(t7) -- [~art ( t l . t3 ,  t6, t7)][ 
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atom 
part(x~, x, Is, bs) 
qs(ls, sis) 
qs (bs, sbs) 
app(sls, [xlsbs], ys) 
minimal direct 
cover  
{ qs(ls, sis), qs(bs, sbs) } 
{ app(31s, [xlsbs], ys) } 
{ app(sls, [xlsbs], ys) } 
0 
cover 
qs(ls, sis), qs(bs, sbs), } 
app( ~ls, [xlsbs], ys) } 
{ app(sls, [xlsbs], y s) } 
{ app(sls, [xlsbs], ys) } 
0 
Fig. 2. Comput ing  covers  for  qs. 
SO. we have proven that quicksortl2 is delay recurrent with respect o I ] and L As 
a result, we have that all queries wilt terminate, provided that a local d~lay selection 
rule is used and the delay declarations are safe. Thus, we now have to translate the 
boundedness information given by the level mapping into delay declarations, i.e. find 
deiay declarations for qs. /:ari and app such that if an atom is not delayed, it is 
bounded. For this, the foliowing delay declarations uffice: 
DELAY qs(xs .ys )  UNTIL l i s t (yQ 
DELAY part(.vs, y. ls. bs) UNTIL list(Is) A list(bs) 
DELAY app(.vS.):~. =v) t:NTIL list(ys) 
5. On the expressive power of the method 
In this section we consider ~o~,~,.- issues concerning the expressive power of the 
proof  metbc, d 8¢~ ived from the notion of delay recurrency. First, we discuss the com- 
pleteness issue, and show that the method is not in general complete. Next, we dis- 
cuss how the method can be extended in order to deal with sets of queries. 
Finally. we investigate the role oC local selection rules in ensuring delay termina- 
tion and discuss a generalization of the notion of delay recurrency, recently intro- 
duced in Ref. [17], which permits coroutining. 
5.1. Completeness 
We have seen that the notion of delay recurrency subsumes the notion of recur- 
rency and is strongly related to the notion of  acceptability. Proof  methods for prov- 
ing termination based on acceptability and recurrency have been generally expressed 
in te~ms of necessary and sufficient conditions (cf. Ref. [23]). However, a similal" 
treatment is not possible for our method. Delay recurrency and safe delay declara- 
tions imply local delay termination. However, the vice versa does not hold, namely 
t~ere are some local delay terminating programs which cannot at the same time be 
delay recurrent and have a safe delay declaration. The following examples illustrate 
tlSs phenomenon. 
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Example 5.1. Consider the program P: 
p(x) *-- q(z),p(z). 
q(z). 
with delay declaration 
DELAY p(x) UNTIL  ground(x) 
It is not difficult to see that P is (local-)delay terminating. In fact, every delay 
SLD-derivation o fp( t )  terminates in deadlock: this happens ina~aediately if t is not 
ground; otherwise, the first clause of P can be selected and p(t) is reduced to q(z), 
p(.:). In this query, only q(-) can be selected; however, the resulting resolvent p(:)  
contains no selectable atoms. Moreover, every delay SLD-derivation of q(t) is finite. 
Now, for every level mapping [ I we have that P cannot at the same time be delay 
recurrent and have a safe delay declaration. In fact, in order to have a safe delay dec- 
laration, q(:) has to be bounded. From this it follows that q(-_) has the empty cover. 
Consider the first clause p(x) ,-- q(z),p(:-). Since {q(:)} is a cover of p(:), then the test 
Ip(s)l > Ip(t)l would have to be satisfied for all ground terms s, t where t is a list. But 
this is impossible. 
The program in the above example has deadlocked erivations. The following ex- 
ample shows that even if we assume that every atom which satisfies its delay decla- 
ration has no finite derivation ending in deadlock, that i:i if the program is deadlock 
free (see Section 6.2), the method remains incomplete. 
Example 5.2. Consider the program P: 
p(x) ~-- q(z),s(=),r(y),s(y). 
q(x). 
s([xlxs])- s(xs). 
s([]). 
with delay declarations 
DELAY p(x) UNTIL  glt'Oll;ld(x) 
DELAY S(X) UNTIL  groulld(.v) 
It is easy to see that P is (local-)delay terminating. In fact, every, delay SLD-der- 
ivation of  q(t) is finite. Moreover, every delay SLD-derivation of  s(t) is finite, and it 
terminates in deadlock only if s(t) does not satisfy its delay declaration, that is if t is 
not ground. Finally, every delay SLD-derivation ofp(t )  terminates: this happens im- 
mediately if t is not ground: otherwise, the first clause of  P can be selected and p(t) is 
reduced to q(z), s(,:), r(y). s(y). In this query, only q(:) and rO') can be selected. The 
selection of r0') yields failure. While the selection of  q(:) yields the query 
s(z), r(y), s(y), where only r(y) can be selected, so also this derivation ends in failure. 
One can easily check tht:t P is deadlock free. 
However, for every level mapping [ I, we have that P cannot at the same time be 
delay recurrent and have a safe delay declaration. In fact. in order to have a safe de- 
lay declaration, q(z) has to be bounded. From this it follows that q(z) has the empty 
cover. By applying the condition of delay recurrency to the clause s([xlxs]) ~-- s(xs), 
one obtains that the test Is([t: ]t2])[ > !s(t_,)l would have to be satisfied for all ground 
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terms tj. t~,, Hence, the set {Is(t)) [ t is ground} has no max imum.  Cons ider  now the 
first clause p(x) .--- q(z), s(z), tO'),  s(y). Then {q(z)} is a cover o f  s(z), hence the test 
)P([])I > [s(t)J would  have to be satisfied for all g round terms t. But this is im- 
possible. 
We conclude with an analysis o f  the reasons which prevent us to use similar argu-  
ments as those employed in the completeness proofs  o f  the methods  based on the no- 
tion o f  acceptabi l i ty and recurrency. In these proofs,  a level mapp ing  If is chosen 
that assigns to a ground atom the number  o f  nodes o f  all the (S)LD-trees for that 
atom.  For  instance, in Re['. [2] the Lift ing Lemma is used for proving the fol lowing 
property:  if a query Q has a finite LD-t ree x ,~: i  for all subst i tut ions 0, QO has an 
L I ) - t ree conta in ing tess or equal  number  o f  nodes. The completeness proo f  proceeds 
by observing that  the number  of  ~lodes o f  all the (S)LD-trees for a ground atom is 
less than the number  o f  nodes o f  all the (S)LD-trees o f  any o f  the resolvents of  that 
a tom.  Moreover ,  the above ment ioned property  ensures that  this inequal i ty is pre- 
served when a ground instance of  the resolvent is considered. This al lows to conclude 
that the test o f  acceptabi l i ty ( recurrency)  is satisfied. 
We cannot  apply  a similar a rgument  in case of  local delay terminat ing programs,  
because the proper ty  above ment ioned does not hold for p rograms with delay dec- 
larati¢~ns. For  instance, in the program P given in Example  5.2, the query  s([a]) 
has a delay SLD- t ree  consist ing o f  three nodes, wh ik  its more  general  instance 
s(x) has a delay SLD- t ree  consist ing o f  just one node, due to the suspension effect 
caused by the delay declarat ion.  
5.2. Termination with re.~7~ect to a class o f  queries 
In Theorem 4. ! we have proven that if a p rogram is delay recurrent and if the de- 
lay declarat ions are safe then the program is local delay terminat ing.  Accord ing  to 
Definit ion 4.2 this mea,~,,, that  aH the queries have on!y finite local delay SLD-der i -  
rat ions .  This is not surpris ing, since the assumpt ion  that the delay declarat ions be 
safe is rather  strong. In f'ac~, this assumpt ion  ensures that  dur ing the execution,  
non-bounded atoms remain suspended. Hence non- terminat ion  can only be caused 
by the bounded atoms occurr ing in the derivat ions.  The not ion of  delay recurrency 
takes care of  these a toms and it guarantees that they do not generate infinite deriva- 
tions. 
Clear ly if one discards the condit ion of  safe delay declarat ions then it is not any- 
more  true that a delay recurrent program is local delay terminat ing.  Nevertheless,  if
we are only interested in proving local delay terminat ion o f  a specific set o f  queries, 
then we can use the not ion o f  delay recurrency,  together  with the assumpt ion  that 
each a tom which is selected in some local delay S I ,D-der ivat ion  o f  a query in that  
set is bounded.  
In Ref. [24], a method is introduceci for prov ing terminat ion and left - terminat ion 
with respect to a set o f  queries. The authors  introduce the not ion of  call set which is 
used to define the not ion o f  recurrency and of  acceptabi l i ty o f  a program with re- 
spect to a set o f  queries. 
i Recall that an LD-tree is an SLD-tree obtained using the Prolog left-to-right selection rule. 
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We can use the approach  o f  Ref. [24] for  extend ing  our  method  to cope with spe- 
cific classes o f  input  queries. 
Definit ion 5.1 (cal l  set). The cal l  set Ca l i ( .~)  of  a set .~ o f  quer ies is the set o f  all 
a toms (modu lo  var iance)  ,4 such that  A is a selected a tom in some local delay SLD-  
der ivat ion  o f  a query  Q in ,~'. 
The  call set o f  : /  is used in the fo l lowing def in i t ion o f  delay rectarrency with re- 
spect to -~'. 
Definit ion 5.2 (deko'  recurrent  program with respect to .</). Let .c/, be a s_.; o f  queries. 
Let I] be a level maF,ping and /a  model  o f  the pr~3gram P. 
® A clause c : H ~ Q is delay recurrent  with respect  to [ i, I ami  .~'/_/'for every a tom 
,4 in Q, for every cover  b for A,  and for  every (H ,  B) -ground instance HO ~-- QO of  
," such that  l fO is a g round instance o f  an a tom in Cal l ( , ' / ' ) ,  "lad such that  I [= ,~0, 
we have that  
IH0] > I[A0]I. 
- A program P is delay recurrent  with respect o I ], I and : f  if each o f  its clauses is 
delay recurrent  with respect to 1], I and  :/ ' .  
Then  we have the fo l lowing result. 
Theorem 5.1. Suppose  that P is deho" recurrent  with respect to ! I. I and  :/'. A loreover .  
assume that  al l  a toms in Cal l ( . f / ' )  are hotmdetL Then ererv  quer!" h~ .'/' is h~cai delay 
te~vnh~ath~g. 
The proo f  o f  this result is ana logous  to the proo f  o f  Theorems, 4. ! Not ice that  in 
order  to prove local delay te rminat ion  with respect o .'/' we require in fo rmat ion  on 
propert ies  o f  the a toms occu i r ing  in the der ivat ions  o f  .~'. 
One  ca,...-:use g lobal  analys is  techniques in o rder  to infer or  to verify such proper -  
ties. For  p rograms with delay dec larat ions ,  the call set o f  a set o f  queries can be ap- 
p rox imated  by using techniques based on abstract  in terpretat ion  (cf. Ref. [12]L 
However ,  these techniques are in general  def ined for p rograms which are suprgsed  
to be executed under  the left-to-r ight select ion rule, where the leftmt.-:t a tom o f  a 
query is selected, amongst  hose that  satisfy their  delay dec larat ions .  In order  ~o ap-  
ply these techniques direct ly to logic p rograms with local delay select ion rides, one 
has first to t rans form the program using the t rans format ion  F in~;roduced in Sec- 
t ion 3 after  Lemma 3.3. However ,  F is def ined only  for clauses whose body  a toms 
have at least one cover,  hence it is not  a lways appl icable.  We are not  aware o f  tech- 
n iques based on static analys is  that  are designed for p rograms which are executed 
under  local delay selection rules. 
5.3. Extens ion  to non- loca l  de lay select ion rules 
In the soundness  result o f  our  method  {Theorem 4.1 ), we restrict ourselves to local 
selection rules. The  reason for this is that  w~ want  to use the semant ic  in fo rmat ion  
prov ided by the model  L In the proo f  o f  The,~rem 4.1, we use this semant ic  infor-  
mat ion  as fol lows. First we observe that,  when an a tom A becomes electable, some 
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cover B o f  A in the input  c lause that in t roduced A has been part ia l ly  instant iated.  By 
using the fact that a local selection rule is used, we can conc lude that this cover B has 
been resolved complete ly .  As a result, we have that  I ~ V/~0, where 0 is the compo-  
s it ion o f  subst i tut ions  between the node where (a genera l izat ion of) A was in t roduced 
and  the node where A is selected. F ina l ly ,  we use this fact to prove that the level map-  
p ing o f  A is strictly smal ler  that  the level mapp ing  o f  the selected a tom in the reso- 
lut ion step that in t roduced (a genera l izat ion of) A. 
We i l lustrate now by means  o f  an example  that a de lay recurrent  p rogram does not 
te rminate  with respect to every safe selection rule. Cons ider  the fo l lowing program:  
p([xlxs], [xlys]) ,-- p(xs, ys). 
p( [xlxs ], Ix, x[xs]) +--.fail. 
o([],[]). 
q( [xlxs ], [xlzs]) ~-- p(xs, ys), q(ys, zs). 
q([],[]). 
with the delay dec larat ions:  
DELAY p(XS, ys )  UNTIL list(xs) 
DELAY Q(xs ,ys )  UNTIL list(xs) 
The predicate p s imply  copies the list in the first a rgument  o the second argument .  
However ,  i~ ~as a weird add i t iona l  c lause (clause 2) that a lways fails. The  predicate q
also copies the list in the first a rgument  o the second argument .  However ,  it uses p in 
its body,  to copy xs to ys. We can prove this p rogram delay recurrent,  using 
the length o f  t if  t is a (ground)  list, 
It] = 0 otherwise 
lpts, t)[ = Is1 
lq(s,t)l = Isl + 1 
Ifaill = 0 
and I = {p(s,t) I lsl = Ill} tj {q(s,t)  I I-~] = It]}. 
However ,  this p rogram does not terminate  for all de lay selection rules. To see this, 
cons ider  the fo l lowing de lay SLD- t ree  for the query q([2, 2],rs). 
q([2, 2]. cs) 
[311 {x/2.xs/[2],  vs/[2]cs]} 
p( [ 2] , )~" ), qO's, zs ) 
[i.211'. ,,:) ,., i-c, _.:-s/..ys/[2, 21} 
i 
fa i i ,  q( [2, 2l, zs) 
I°,311 
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We see that the third query contains (a var iant  oO the first query. Thus, there exist 
infinite delay SLD-der ivat ions for this goal obtained using a delay selection rule, 
The reason for the fact that delay recurrent programs are not terminat ing for all 
delay selection rules is that the test for decrease of  level mapp ing  from head atom 
HO to body atom AiO is condit ional,  In the case of  delay recurrent programs this 
condit ion is that for some cover B for Ai, we have that I ~ B0. Translated to 
SLD-trees, this implies that the muitisets assigned to the nodes of  that tree are only 
guaranteed to decrease, i f  for every selected atom in the tree, we know that some 
cover o f  that atom is true in L In our example, {p(xs,)s)} is the only cover for 
qOs, zs) in the body o f  the first clause for q. In the SLD-tree, however, we select 
q([2, 2], zs) without first proving its cover, which in this case would mean first select- 
ingfai l .  By using a local selection rule, we ensure that, before selecting an atom A, 
we first resolve a cover of  that atom. 
Thus, we need to restrict ourselves to the local selection rule in order to conclude 
that I ~ k/B0, which al lows us to use the semantic in format ion contained in L This 
implies that our method cannot  be used directly e.g. with G/Sdel. In fact, the (36del 
selection rule selects the leftmost atoms of  a query, among those which satisfy their 
delay declaration, even if this atom is not most recently introduced. 
One can argue that the use of  local selection rules does not allow any form of  
coroutining, and hence it is a severe restriction. This is true if the method is used 
to prove terminat ion of  logic programs which are meant to support coroutining. 
However, observe that programs where corout in ing is essential for producing com- 
puted answers substitut ions are generally designed for being not terminating. A
typical example of  such programs are those implement ing static networks of  
stream transducers. A popular  instance of  this kind of  programs is the one for 
solving the so-called Hamming problem: generate an ordered stream of  all num- 
bers o f  the form 2i3J5 k without repetitions. To this end, five processes are used, 
that interleave their execution, thus giving rise to a number  of  different schedul- 
ings. In [26], van Emden and de Lucena proposed a solution based on the incor- 
porat ion of  corout in ing in the execution o f  a logic program. In order to behave in 
accordance with the intended meaning of  the program, interesting queries are not 
global ly terminating, because their execution produces a stream of  computed an- 
swer substitutions. 
Properties of  relevance concerning the operat ional  behaviour  of  these kind of  pro- 
grams are existential terminat ion and deadlock freedom. Existential terminat ion i.,~ a 
rather difficult issue (cf. [23]). Proof  methods for deadlock freedom include the ele- 
gant t ransformat ional  pproach introduced in Ref. [11]. 
Thus, our method is more suitable as a tool for f inding delay declarations that 
guarantee terminat ion o f  logic programs. This topic has been considered in a recent 
paper by Mart in  and K ing ([17]), which deals with the generation of  efficient, termi- 
nat ing logic programs. The authors use delay declarat ions combined with a suitable 
program transformat ion i order to generate programs which are guaranteed to ter- 
minate and are also efficient. To this end, the not ion o f  semi delay recurrency is in- 
troduced, which is a strict general ization o f delay recurrency that al lows one to prove 
terminat ion w;_h respect o a larger class o f  selection rules, which admit  coroutining. 
The idea is to perform the test IHI > i[A~]I only for those atoms As such that A~ and H 
are mutual ly  dependent. The dependency relation they used is the one introduced 
ir  [2], and it is obtained by performing the transit ive closure of  the relation directly 
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depends oll defined on the program predicates, such that p directly depends on q if 
there is a clause in the program having p as predicate symbol  of  the head and q as 
predicate symbol of  some body atom. 
The no/ ion of  semi delay recurrency allows one to prove terminat ion with respect 
to a class of  selection rules which permit coroutining. In fact, for semi delay recur- 
rent programs, it is only necessary for the covers of  those atoms which are mutual ly  
dependent with the head of the clause to be resolved completely. Thus, while these 
covers are resolved, an arbitrary amount  of  corout in ing may take place amongst  
the remain ing atoms of  the clause. 
6. On delay declarations 
In this section we discuss some aspects of  delay declarations. More precisely, the 
class "~f delay declarat ions that can be expressed using our method,  and when the de- 
lay declarat ions do not affect the declarative semantics of  the program. 
6.1. On expres.s'it:eness o/' deh O' decho'athms 
In G/Sdel, one can use the predicate nom~ar in delay declarations. For instance, the 
fol lowing delay declarat ion is used for the predicate ,tpp defined by the program giv- 
en in Section 1: 
DELAY app(xs,3:~, 's) UNTIL nonrar (xs)  \/nom'ar(-_~) 
When this delay declarat ion is used, an atom app(s,  t, u) is not selected until either s 
or u is a non-var iable term. 
We cannot  deal with these kinds of  delay declarations. The reason is that in our 
definit ion of  delay recurrent programs, the notion of  level mapp ing  we use is the one 
used in the definit ion of  recurrent programs. In this definition, the level mapping 1,41 
for ground atoms A is defined by a (total) function from .~p to ~,  whereas the level 
mapp ing  I[B]L for non-ground atoms B is defined as the max imum of  the level map- 
pings of  all its ground instances. Thus I[ ]l is a part ial  function, because the set of  lev- 
el mappings  of  ground instances can be unbounded.  As a consequence, when taking 
the level mapping o fan  atom p( I )  to be the length of  list i, the atom p([xlx.v]) contains 
a non-var iable term, but Ibo(blxs])ll is undefined because xs  can be instantiated with 
an arbitrary large ground list. Thus, an atom app([xlxs].)~,-_s ) is not bounded,  while 
it satisfies the condit ion of  the delay declaration. Terms which behave well with re- 
spect to level mappings  havc been studied for instance in Ref. [5], where they are 
called rigid. 
As the appendl3 example given in the Introduction shows, the terminat ion behav- 
iour of  "delay until nonvar'" is poorly understood. As far as we can see now, a meth- 
od handl ing the noncar  delay predicate would also be signif icantly more complex (or, 
alternatively, weaker), than our method. All in all, the problems with the nomrar de- 
lay predicate were enough for us to decide not to deal with it at this point. As a final 
remark we would like to note that, if one browses through the G6del  manual ,  it 
seems that our method is severely handicapped by not being able to handle nom, ar, 
because most delay declarations in example programs use nont'ar. One should note 
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however, that these programs are not guaranteed to terminate for all goals (not even 
when the leftmost undelayed selection rule is used). To be fair, the (3iSdel manual 
only states that the delay declarations can be used to assist termination. On the other 
hand, our method guarantees termination, be it that the delay declarations will be 
more restrictive. 
6.2. On completeness o.f delay declarations 
We have seen how delay declarations can be used to ensure termination of a logic 
program. One could choose strong delay declarations, like for instance 
DELAY p(.~) UNTIL fa l se  
which certainly imply termination. However, the resulting program would not be 
very interesting, since it yields no c.a.s.'s. To ensure that the delay declaration is 
not too strong, one has to guarantee that the declarative semantics of  the program 
is preserved, This is specified in the following definition. 
Definition 6.1 (complete delay declaration). Let P be a program and let ~ be the set of 
delay declarations for P. Let Me be the least Herbrand model for P. We say that ~ is 
complete if every atom in Me has a successful local delay SLD-derivation in P. 
A sufficient condition for the completeness of the delay declarations of  P is that 
every ground atom which is in Mp is deadlock free. A query is deadlock free if all 
its finite local delay SLD-derivations do not end in a non-empty query which con- 
tains only atoms that do not satisfy their delay declarations. A program is dead- 
lock free if all its atomic queries which satisfy their delay declarations are 
deadlock free. 
Lemma 6.1. Let P be a program and let Me be the least Herbrand mode/ for  P. Let 
be a set o f  deko' declarations Jot  P. Suppose that ecerv ~:tom A o[" Me is deadlock-free. 
Then ~ is complete with respect to P. 
Recently, the topic of deadlock-freedom of programs with delay declarations has 
been studied in a number of papers [I,7,10,1 I, 16]. The methods there introduced can 
be used for proving that the hypothesis of  deadlock-freedom in Lemma 6.1 is satis- 
fied. 
7. Related work 
Let us now relate our approach to other work on termination with respect o dy- 
namic selection rules. 
The paper which helped us to understand the problems in reasoning about the ter- 
mination of  logic programs with delay declarations, is Ref. [19]. In this paper. Naish 
investigates how termination of  a conjunction of queries can be established, under 
the hypothesis that the execution of each query does terminate. However, he does 
not propose ready to use methods for proving programs terminating. In his paper, 
Naish argues that the use of  modes is crucial to reasoning about termination. To 
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support this claim, he gives a number of useful observations on the termination be- 
haviour of a program with delay declarations, which emphasize how subtle is this 
behaviour, and how difficult it is to prove termination, when dealing with general co- 
routining. Towards the end of the paper, Naish suggests that the existence of  "spec- 
ulative output bindings' are an important complicating factor when reasoning about 
termination in the presence of recursion, m speculative outpm binding occur when 
an output variable is bounded before it is known that a call will succeed. This bind- 
ing allows a recursive call to proceed. It might be the case that in absence of these 
speculative bindings, we can generalize our method to non-local delay selection rules. 
Another contribution to the subject of termination with respect o delay declara- 
tions, is Ref  [14]. In this paper, Li ittr inghaus-Kappel discusses a non-deterministic 
scheme for finding delay declarations that ensure termination. First, he presents an 
algebra of 'when" declarations. This algebra is more expressive than the class ofd,.:ay 
declarations we can handle, basically because we cannot handle nonvar  predicates. 
The scheme itself is very general; it is meant as a basis for practical implementations, 
using heuristics and partial evaluation to replace non-deterministic choices. T[~ re- 
sults of an existing implementation look quite promising. On the other hand, as the 
scheme is very general, it does not give much insight in the problem ,~f termination 
itself. Another problem is that one has to prove that a prograrrt is "safe" (not the no- 
tion used in dlis paper), which is quite difficult, the more because there are no meth- 
ods for doing this. 
A paper by Apt and Luitjes [1] stimulated us to work on our approach. In this 
paper, they discuss verification of logic programs with respect o dynamic selection 
rules. In one section they discuss the problem of termination. The ap~:'oach they 
take is more general than ours, in the sense that they do not restrict to local selection 
rules. As a consequence, they need to impose strong restrictions on the class of pro- 
grams they consider. One restriction in this work is that the termination results are 
stated in terms of termination with respect o LD-resolution. Thus, it can only dis- 
cuss termination with respect to dynamic selection rule of programs which are 
known to terminate with respect o leftmost selection rule. 
Finally, a recent paper by King and Martin [17] deals with the generation of effi- 
cient, terminating logic programs. The authors introduce the notion of semi delay 
recurrency, an extension of delay recurrency, which is used to prove termination 
of  a larger class of programs which admit coroutining. Their method combine the 
notion of semi delay recurrency with a program transformation i order to generate 
terminating logic programs with delay declarations tarting from their logical spec- 
ification. 
8. Conclusion 
In this paper we have introduced a simple method for pro,~.ng termination of 
logic programs with delay declarations. The method is b~;,sed on a novel notion, 
called cover, which is used to describe the interrelation among the atoms of a 
clause that can be caused by the delay declarations. Covers are used to define 
the class of delay recurrent programs. We proved that all derivations of a delay 
recurrent program are finite, if the delay declarations are safe and the selection rule 
is local delay, i.e. it selects at each resolution step one atom which satisfies its delay 
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dec la ra t ion ,  among those  a toms most  recent ly  in t roduced .  We have  d iscussed ad-  
vantages  and  l im i ta t ions  o f  this i,~st cond i t ion  on  the  se lect ion  rule,  as wel l  as pos-  
s:,ble extens ions .  
It seems that  our  method  can  be easi ly extended to deal  w i th  logic p rograms wi th  
r+.egat~,on. We sketch  br ief ly how this  cou ld  be done .  One  can  extend  the procedure  
for  reso lv ing  negated  a toms to  the case o f  de lay  se lect ion  rules, s imp ly  cons ider ing  
a fo rm o f  (abnormal )  te rminat ion ,  wh ich  ar ises when a t ree for  ~A is f inite but  con-  
ta ins  at  least one  lea f  cons is t ing  o f  de layed  l i terals.  In such a case --,,4 has  no  resol -  
vent;  it ends  in dead lock .  Then  the  de f in i t ion  o f  level mapp ing  can  be extended to  
negated  a toms,  s imp ly  by de f in ing  1~,41 = IAI. F ina l ly ,  in Def in i t ion  3.6 o f  de lay  re- 
cur rent  p rogram,  the mode l  I shou ld  be rep laced  by a mode l  conta in ing  su i tab le  se- 
mant ic  in fo rmat ion .  
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